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I. Preface
A.What is "Jewish Advocacy?"
In 1809, Jacob Henry, a Jew, was elected to North Carolina's House of Commons. His election was challenged because he had not taken the Protestant
religious oath still required by the state constitution.
Jacob Henry protested that the 1776 Declaration of Independence had "consecrated certain great and fundamental rights and principles which even the
[state] constitution cannot impair." The House of Commons affirmed his
election.
In 1840, when Syria imprisoned, tortured and killed Damascus Jews on
charges of ritual murder, American Jewish gatherings in a number of cities
asked President Martin Van Buren to take action. He ordered his Secretary
of State to protest and take whatever mitigating action possible.
In 1862, Cesar J. Kaskel was banished from Paducah Kentucky because
he was a Jew, in accordance with General Grant's General Order Number
11, expelling Jews as a class from certain forward territories. (Grant was
especially annoyed because his own father was engaged in 'illegal trading,
along with a Jewish partner). Kaskel went to see Pr~sident Lincoln who
promptly revoked Grant's order.
In 1975, over a hundred American Jewish communities and national groups
organized delegations to urge their congressmen to pass a law denying certain
trade benefits to the Soviet Union until that country liberalized its emigration
policy for Soviet Jews~ The law passed.
All these Jews were engaged in acts of advocacy on behalf of Jews in general.
Different te"rms have been used to describe this activity which Jews have been
practicing for almost two millennia. "Advocacy" emphasizes the purpose of
the activity. "Public affairs" emphasizes the arena in which that activity
takes place. "Community relations" emphasizes the chief technique which is
currently used, especially in a democratic society.
1
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In addition, the term, "defense" was commonly used a half century ago,
and sometimes still is, as in "defense agency." Defending the Jews is still
the heart of advocacy's purpose, but "advocacy" suggests a more proactive
stance.
However, all those terms can be and are used interchangeably. "Community
relations" is used most often today, but for convenience-and to keep both
history and purpose in focus-"advocacy" is used herein as the generic term
of reference. Jews, as religious and ethnic minorities in diaspora, have always
had t~ be advocates on their own behalf. Only the techniques have changed,
sometimes ra-ctically, with changing circumstances.

B. Finding Out What Works
There are many alternative levels on which to analyze anti-Semitism and
other complex problems of Jewish security.
Psychological theories abound, such as that of the authoritarian personality,
holding that repressive child-rearing practices create personalities prone to
authoritarian beliefs, including anti-Semitism.1 There are cognitive theories,
holding that people are anti-Semitic because they have false images of Jews,
and would not be anti-Semitic if they knew Jews better.
I

There are cultural theories, proposing that people simply learn anti-Semitism
from the culture around them, and there are theories emphasizing the political
.
uses of anti-Semitism.
In other words, there are many different motivations for disliking Jews, or
treating them badly. As the English novelist, John Galsworthy once put it:
"I don't like "Ebrews. They work harder; they're more sober; they're honest;
and they're everywhere."2
Many of such general approaches have some usefulness for understanding an
aspect of anti-Semitism-but they are each a different piece of the elephant
which the blind man feels. Each of them, by itself, either fails to explain why
anti-Semitism waxes and wanes at different times, and/or fails to provide the
"handle" whereby anti-Semitism can be effectively fought.
That, after all, is the main interest of the field of advocacy against antiSemitism: which knowledge of the nature of anti-Semitism will most lend
itself to a systematic program of effective prevention and remedy.

3
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Advocates are mainly interested in pursuing those theories of cause and effect
which have what one social scientist has called "engineering validity."
A sizable body of knowledge, of experience, and of empirical evidence has
developed about what is remedially effective and what is not, and why.
Those principles and techniques are the subject of this textbook manual.
But there is a tendency to ignore this body of knowledge and experience,
especially when things are going well, because Jews have nourished a multitude of pet theories, nostrums and prejudices about the causes and cures
for these problems.
A manual is, by definition, a book of instructions, and implies a "how-to-do-it"
purpose. That is indeed an ultimate purpose herein, but with two qualifications.
First, insofar as the craft of Jewish advocacy itself is concerned, there is-as
in all crafts-a limit to how expert one can become from the printed page
alone. Practice, experience, apprenticeship are essential to that expertise.
A manual can only present the general principles which have emerged from
that experience so far. Those principles can provide, at best, some rules of
thumb which will illuminate the apprenticeship, and which will often act as
rudder when new problems are encountered.
Second, "Jewish advocacy~' is both a craft and more than a craft. That is,
the craft of Jewish advocacy, more than most, requires an understanding of
"why" in order to effectively understand "how." There are basic elements
of"policy-making and of conceptual leadership in Jewish advocacy which are
not only important in themselves but often strongly shape technique.
In all cases, the word ilstudy" is emphasized. Major points are presented as
"Propositions," not to be swallowed, but to be considered and discussed.
Some of these Propositions are based more heavily than others on empirical
evidence; some are based more heavily than others on the judgments of the
author. Even the mountain of research and evidence that has emerged from
this field-some of which is gathered in this volume-is usually subject to
interpretive judgment.
This textbook manual has been designed, first of all, for scrutiny and discussion by advocacy professionals and budding advocacy professionals. But it is
also designed to advance the "professional" understanding and approach of
other Jewish professionals, and of lay leaders who shape policy and strategy
in this field.
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It should be noted that the specific context for what follows is the American
society. The principles, techniques and assessments will have to be adapted
to the circumstances applying in other diaspora societies. With those adaptations, however, the basic principles are meant to apply to all modern western
societies. 3

f

II. The Underlying Strategies
A. Jewish Advocacy Purpose and Agenda
Proposition 1: The primary mission of Jewish advocacy is to prevent
and remedy any behavior which threatens the life, livelihood or freedom
of Jews, as Jews, in America, in Israel, or elsewhere.
The primary focus of Jewish advocacy is the welfare and self-interest of Jews
as a group in their interaction with the rest of the national or world society.
The primary business of Jewish advocacy is not to implement the .whole
spectrum of Jewish social values in the public affairs arena. (The role of
Jewish social values is discussed in Section II. F. below).
"Self-interest" is not, in itself, a derogatory term. One key to liberal democracy is the ability of people to determine their own self-interest, rather
than have someone else determine it. Nor does self-interest necessarily
imply an ethnocentric disregard for the interests of others. Indeed, the
pursuit of "group self-interest"-defined as protecting a group against unfair
abuse-can only be healthy for the entire society.
Group self-interest refers to the protection of the members of the group
from physical threat, material disadvantage, or depreciation because of their
identification with the group; or from interference with their participation in
essential group practices. In terms of Israel, or beleaguered Jews outside
America, that group interest extends to intervention by American Jews,
frequently by way of their American government.
Individual self-interest is concerned with impediments to the well-being of
any given individual which have nothing to do with his or her group identity.
It is group self-interest, therefore, which is the business of Jewish advocacy.

lIIustr.ation: When it became clear that Jews· were not being
equitably promoted to executive positions in a local civil service
because of "group politics," an advocacy agency protested to the
·5
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civil service board. Without such evidence, it is not normally the
business of Jewish advocacy to push the promotion of any given
Jewish individual.

B. An Advocacy Model for Dealing
with Anti-Semitic Behavior
The purpose of these '!models" is not to present some whole absolute truth,
but to present a working design which will allow advocates to deal most
realistically with the advocacy mission. In other words, the models 'are
constructs which attempt only to draw a remedially useful picture of how
the world mainly acts with respect to a given problem.
The Propositions below are constructs drawn from the experience of the
field and from the empirical evidence available, in order to help professionals
and lay leaders get the most effective "handle" on remedial approaches. At
the least, they are meant as foci for discussions towards that end.
The weight of modern knowledge and experience strongly suggests that there
are factors in addition to anti-Semitic attitudes which determine whether a
critical mass of people will behave anti-Semitically or not. This is not just
a matter of "good guys" versus "bad guys;" A larger social dynamic is at
work.

Proposition 2: Since the primary mission of Jewish advocacy is to
prevent damaging behavior towards Jews, it is primarily concerned
with anti-Semitic attitudes only insofar as they might create damaging
behavior.
The prime target of Jewish advocacy is behavior towards Jews. Not all
damaging behavior is based on hostile. attitudes. The Jewish advocacy
enterprise opposes behavior which it perceives as objectively damaging to
Jews, whether there is a subjective desire to do that damage or not.
Illustrations: One group which showed no hostility to Jews (and
did show positive feelings towards Israel) attempted to include
an "Old Testament" version of creation, and to prohibit mention
of the theory of evolution in school textbooks. Another group
lobbied the thought that America should drastically reduce foreign
aid to all counties, including Israel, not because it was hostile to
Israeli Jews, but because it thought that such an action would
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be good for America. 'Jewish advocacy agencies assessed both
actions as objectively damaging to Jewish interests.

Proposition 3: Anti-Semitic behavior is not always created by
anti-Semitic attitudes; often the attitudes are created by the behavior.
There i~ much general evidence that prejudiced behavior can and very often
does shape prejudiced attitudes-and a reduction in prejudiced attitudes can
follow a reduction in prejudiced behavior. Some of this evidence emerged
from the flood of research in early civil rights days, with blacks as the focus.

lIIustrat,ion: In days before desegregation was fashionable (1949),
white soldiers were asked if they would dislike it if thei'r division
had companies which included both black and white platoons. Of
thQse whose division did not include any black platoons, about 6
out of 10 said they would dislike it. Of those whose divisions had
companies (not theirs) which had black platoons, only about 2
out of 10 said they would dislike it. Of those whose own company
already had black platoons, fewer than one out of 10 said they
would dislike it.4
\
There are many similar studies demonstrating that behavior shapes attitudes, some of them making the point that the
circumstances in which that behavior takes place is important.
For example, in days before "fair employment" was fashionable
(1952), white employees in a number of department stores were
asked whether they would be favorable towards blacks working
with them. Of those who had never worked in a department with
blacks, fewer than 5 out of 10 said they would be favorable. Of
those who had worked in departments where all the blacks were'
in a lower working status, more than 6 out of 10 said they would
be favorable. Of those who had worked in departments where at
least one black had been in an equal working status, more than 7
out of 10 said they would be favorable. s

The same phenomenon of behavior creating-or reducing-attitudes often
applies to anti-Semites. Prejudice against working with Jews in "executive
suites" of corporations diminished when people actually began working with
Jews in those capacities.

8
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Propositi.on 4: There are roughly two kinds of anti-Semitic behavior,
which are not necessarily related: a) Random anti-Semitic behavior,.
which is episodic, usually covert, non-mainstream, almost universally
disapproved by the official establishment, not "grand design;" and
b) Epidemic anti-Semitic behavior, which is usually open, more
mainstream, more approved by the official establishment, much more
patterned and systemic.

These are obviously terms of art, not exact measures. There is an understandable tendency to say "anti-Semitism is anti-Semitism," and any victim
is entitled to say that. But for those seeking accurate assessments or effective
remedies, a distinction must be made.
The distinction is not just a matter of frequency-although it is that, toobut a matter of quality. Random anti-Semitism exists as its own evil; it
is not usually a preliminary stage leading to epidemic anti-Semitism. And
remedies for one phenomenon may be necessary but are not sufficient to deal
successfully with the other.
Random anti-Semitism is damaging in its own terms, but because it is not
mainstream, it is not damaging to the overall political and economic status
of the Jews in society.
There is another clue to the difference. Random anti-Semitism is typically
engendered by personal psychological need and self-interest. Unlike epidemic
anti-Semitism, for example, random anti-Semitism does not fluctuate with
. economic conditions. Covert anti-Semitic vandalism has often reached a high
level when general economic conditions were good (just as it has been noted
in the past that "juvenile delinquency" often reached a high level when economic conditions were good). Epidemic anti-Semitism' in the modern world
has been typically associated with some massive discontent or dislocation.
Random anti-Semitism is serious in itself. In a recent peak year, for example (1989), the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) reported 823 incidents of
anti-Semitic vandalism, and 458 cases of harassment, most of them either
covert or inter-personal episodes. During that period, the ADL reported 28
"serious" crimes-14 cases of attempted or accomplished arson, one bombing
and 13 cemetery desecrations-all covert and typically drawing the open ire
of the official establishment, governmental, religious, civic and journalistic. 6
Random anti-Semitic behavior, although much less frequent than such behavior towards blacks or homosexuals, is intolerable, and requires the full
attention of Jewish advocacy.
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As of the moment, there is no surface evidence of epidemic anti-Semitism
in the economic or political life of America. Complaints of employment
discrimination against Jews have virtually disappeared. Studies indicate that,
on the average, American Jews are personally as wealthy as Episcopalians and
Presbyterians, who are much wealthier than other Protestants and Catholics. 7
As a basic matter of economic access, over a quarter of the American
public said in 1938 that colleges should limit the number of Jews they
admit; by 1962, only 4 percent held that opinion, and the trend has not
. changed. 8 A disproportionate number of Jews both attend and teach at the
elite universities from which they were excluded less than a half century ago.
In politics, a disproportionate number of identified Jews have been increasingly elected to Congress, state legislatures and other public office, largely
by constituencies that are over 90 percent non-Jewish.
Nevertheless, the majority of American Jews remain understandably concerned about the potential of epidemic anti-Semitism because of a history
which is not that remote.
While, as will be later noted, the constant fight against random anti-Semitism
does make a contribution to the fight against epidemic anti-Semitism, there
is no reason to believe that they are causally equivalent. In fundamental
ways, they are two different phenomena, and, as a whole, require somewhat
different remedial approaches . r',
by Jewish advocacy.
Both phenomena can be further examined by looking at some constructs
on the different "types" of people engaging or not engaging in anti-Semitic
behavior.

Proposition 5: With respect to anti-Semitic behavior, the population can
be seen as divided among those who are, at any given time: a) hard-core
anti-Semites, ready to act out damaging behavior towards Jews;
b) neutrals, those not ready to act out against the Jews, but capable
of being rather easily induced to do so under certain circumstances;
c) the constrained, those actively constrained, at any given time, from
engaging in anti-Semitic behavior, even if they hold some anti-Semitic
attitudes.

10
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Further Definition:
In the context of anti-Semitic behavior ...

• The "hard-core" are those the least changeable with respect to their
commitment to anti-Semitic behavior.
• The "neutr.als" are those who are the most changeable
to their commitment to or against anti-Semitic behavior.

wi~h

respect

• The "constrained" are those the least changeable with respect to their
commitment against anti-Semitic behavior.

Typologies are notoriously inexact, the boundaries between one "type" and
another are fluid, and quantification is therefore of the "ballpark" variety at
best. Also, each "type" contains many individual variations.
Within those caveats, however, there is an abundance of evidence to present
several typological constructs which can be helpful in· developing remedial approaches. The evidence suggests that in America today, there is a small percentage of people-as few as 5 percent-who are "hard-core" anti-Semites
in their behavior, by the above definition; and the rest of the population is roug~ly divided between the "neutrals" and the relatively committed
anti-bigots, the "constrained."

Illustration: A University of California survey asked the American
people whether an anti-Semitic plank in a congressional candidate's platform would cause them to vote for that candidate,
against him, or wouldn't make any difference.
Only 5 percent of Americans said that they would vote for
the candidate because of his anti-Semitic plank. But about 4 out
of 10 Americans admitted that the anti-Semitic plank wouldn't
make any differences to their vote one way or another .. In effect, they were saying that they were neutral" on the subject
of anti-Semitism. They would vote for that candidate despite
his anti-Semitism, if his platform would otherwise serve their
interests-for example, if the candidate convincingly promised
to lower taxes or provide more jobs. The rest, about half, said
they would vote against the candidate because of his anti-Semitic
plank. 9

,
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"Hard-Core"
Membership in an organization one of whose prime purposes is to promote anti-Semitism qualifies as hard-core behavior. The Anti-Defamation
League and official law enforcement agencies indicate that membership in
anti-Semitic organizations, at a contemporary peak in 1987-and even multiplied by a factor of 10 to include family members and friends-did not
exceed one percent of the population. The circulation of the most widely
read anti-Semitic publication in' the country, Liberty Lobby's Spotlight-'at
its peak in 1981-multiplied by a factor of ten-amounted to abo'ut one
percent 'of the population. . .
Surveys are more likely to suggest the fuller extent of the hard-cor.e population. In recent years, about 6 percent of Americans said they would be less
likely to vote for a candidate if Jewish organizations supported him. About
5 percent said that TV coverage is too favorable to Jews. About 4 percent
said they have had good reason to dislike Jews. About 3 percent proclaimed
that they are inclined to be anti-Jewish.1O
It would be tempting to think neatly that all random anti-Semitism is committed by hard-core anti-Semites, but, as we shall see, at least some random
anti-Semitism is committed by neutrals, especially among the juvenile population. However, the point is that epidemic anti-Semitism does not result
simply from the multiplying of hard-core anti-Semites.

The "Neutral" Population
The hard-core population obviously tests very high in negative anti-Semitic
feelings and stereotypes. But neither the neutral nor the constrained, populations are totally free of some negative feelings and stereotypes.
Indeed, according to' the University of California survey example, there are
about as many anti-Semitic images among the constrained population as
among the neutral population. But while the neutral sector may not be
motivated at any given time to act out its anti-Semitic attitudes in behavior
damaging to Jews, it can be more easily motivated than the constrained.
sector to do so.
.
Or, to put it another way, the neutral population is relatively without enduring
constraints, but on the other hand, lacks the need and opportunity to engage
in the anti-Semitic behavior which characterizes the hard-core.

12
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The "Constrained" Population
While the neutral population just lacks the perceived need to engage in
anti-Semitic behavior, the constrained population has some strong positive
motives to resist anti-Semitic behavior. The variety of such motives are dealt
with below.

Proposition 6: Neutrals are the "dangerous" population for epidemic
anti-Semitism; erstwhile neutrals have always formed the necessary base
for mass· anti-Semitic movements. A primary advocacy purpose is to
develop of the constraints which will deter them from becoming actively
anti-Semitic.
.
Although hard-core anti-Semites cannot be ignored, and must be addressed
by urgent remedies, not the least of which is law enforcement, it should
be noted that a) there always has been and probably will always b'e in the
foreseeable future a fringe body of hard-core anti-Semites; b) they are not
easily amenable to rehabilitation or counter-education; c) it is the neutral
population which, in modern America, is and has been the base necessary
for any significant movement of epidemic anti-Semitism; d) it is even the
neutral population, mainly among the youth, which has accounted for much
cyclically increasing random anti-Semitism.
The largest anti-Semitic movement in American history was that epidemic
anti-Semitic movement led by Father Coughlin in tpe depression of the 1930s.
Studies suggested that there were substantially no more anti-Semitic attitudes among his followers than among the rest of the American population.ll
As in the case of the congressional candidate in the University of California
study, the bulk of his following were "neutrals" who went along with his
anti-Semitism because they were attracted to his political and economic
program. His newspaper was titled Social Justice. Even if they had the
same needs, and even if they looked no more positively on Jews, the rest of
the population resisted Father Coughlin.
Hard-core anti-Semites certainly join epidemic anti-Semitic movements, although a much larger mass is needed to establish such movements effectively.
And hard-core anti-Semites are certainly engaged in random anti-Semitism
from time to time-but "neutrals" in the population, especially among the
youth, can be drawn into random anti-Semitism as well.
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Illustration: In the late 1950s, a group of teen-age friends started
to playa game, then somewhat fashionable, which involved calling
people up in the middle of the night to harass them. They picked
victims at random from the phone book. A few months along in
this game, they came across an accented couple, German Jewish
survivors, who responded fearfully and pleaded to be left alone.
Perfect victims, this couple became the focus of the teen-agers'
enterprise for self-amusement. For over a year, this couple was the
subject of such harassment, in a case which finally drew national
attention. This couple conducted a small business from their
home, and was not in a position to have an unlisted number.
The main perpetrators were finally caught by the police, and
there ensued long and intensive inquiries, by Jewish organizations
among others, into the course and background of these events. No
anti-Semitic material or influence was found in the homes, families
or backgrounds of these teen-agers. It was also established that
these youths did not focus on the fact that this couple was Jewish
until about six months into the harassment.
It was only thereafter that the teen-agers began to make
anti-Semitic references, which increased the fearful response of
the victims. While hard-core anti-Semites often are motivated to
engage in anti-Semitic behavior because of their anti-Semitism,
there have been many examples of young victim-searchers who
did not start their victimization because of anti-Semitism, but
who were not averse to using anti-Semitism as a tool for their
cruel pursuits. '.
The phenomenon of behavior creating attitudes often applies dramatically
to neutrals committing random anti-Semitic acts; or who commit the antiSemitic act of joining an overtly anti-Semitic movement, out of reasons of
perceived self-interest. They often develop harder anti-Semitic attitudes in
order to rationalize their behavior.
Proposition 7: The needs which draw neutrals into active anti-Semitism,
and the constraints against active anti-Semitism can both most often be
seen in terms of perceived self-interest. Those constraints do not have
to do with eliminating self-interest, but with redefining the perception of
self- interest to exclude active anti-Semitism.
Proposition 8: The constraints against active anti-Semitism which
advocacy agents are best able to influence are those which have to do
with the kind of society which creates those constraints.

14
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Kinds of Self-interest
From an advocacy point of view, perceived self-interests run the gamut from
what might be considered the most benighted to the most enlightened. For
example:
a) Economic self-interest is often equated with "self-interest," and, indeed,
at its most urgent levels, it is a most inflexible self-interest. But there have
been situations in which sheer economic self-interest for many is best served
by putting bigotry aside.

Illustration: In January of 1733, 43 Jews, more than half of
the ship's passenger complement, set sail for the new colony of
Georgia. Refugees from the continent, they had been virtually
sneaked aboard with the complicity of the Bevis Marks synagogue
in London which had contributed heavily to the colonizing venture.
When it found out, the colony's Board of Trustees in England
was furious and ordered the colonial governor, James Edward
Oglethorpe, to expel the Jews forthwith. One Trustee warned
that if he did not expel the Jews, Christian settlers in Georgia
would "fall off and desert it as leaves from a tree in Autumn."12
However, the colony was in dire need of manpower and some
of the skills the Jews brought with them, and the colony had
more pressing survival requirements. That was the nature of its
"constraint." Governor Ogl~thorpe ignored the Board of Trustees,
and the colonists did not complain.

This episode foreshadowed some of the tolerance inherent in this frontier
society as a result of natural self-interest, before any of that tolerance was
made explicit.
b) Cultural self-interest describes a feeling of investment in astable,
comfortable and prideful society. There is often an economic dimension
to this self-interest, but people tend to have a strong practical interest in
their cultural way of life beyond the economic.

Illustration: Early in the fight for public school desegregation,
it was found that the more highly educated Atlantans held substantially as many negative stereotypes of blacks as did the lesseducated-but they were nevertheless more open to the idea of .

The Underlying Strategies '.
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desegregating the schools, even for their own children. The interpretation was that they had a greater stake in avoiding not
just the economic cost but the kind of social disruption and
civic shame which would attend the inevitable (and futile) battle
against segregation.
As in the case of Oglethorpe's Savannah, it was not feeling
towards a group which dictated behavior towards that group,
but a certain perceived self-interest. However, in contrast to
the Savannah experience, the engine which drove this Atlantan
behavior was the official society in which those Atlantans had
some stake: the current state of the law as interpreted by the
Supreme Court and the firm intent of the institutions of the
national government to implement that law.

Informal peer and authority pressures provide a purer example of cultural
self-interest. All other things being equal, most people do seek the comfort
of cultural conformity. Of course, that could work both ways.
Illustration: A few months after a racial incident at Smith College
in 1989, this research project was mounted: a student interviewed
two other students at a time, and asked them what they thought
of the racial incidents. One of the students-interviewed first in
the presence of the innocent student-was a confederate, who
either condemned or condoned the racist actions. After 144 such
interviews, this clear pattern emerged: those students who first
heard opinions that condoned racism were more likely to condemn
the incident only weakly or even to express approval of the racist
actioris.
The psychologist who conducted the experiment said that it
emphasized the importance of "the kind of social climate that
discourages racist acts." He went on to say that it might be more
practical to try to suppress the expression of prejudice rather than
eliminate the feeling, commenting: "It's very hard to change the
stereotypes that underlie prejudice. It's better to focus instead on
discouraging racist acts." 13

c) "Spiritual" self-interest can describe the personal need for a deeper
life-meaning, often bearing an ethical dimension, especially after one has
achieved the most urgent economic and practical goals. This is often associated with the need to feel complete and good about oneself.
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Putting this phenomenon partly in a self-interest context is not meant to
depreciate the significance of religious and altruistic impulses. There are
those whose ethical stances flow directly and inexorably from within, from
one kind of strong religious impulse jor another. Many of the "righteous
gentiles" of the Holocaust period were certainly examples.
However, in terms of "engineering validity," the Jewish community has little
capacity to directly produce religious altruists by way of Christianity. The
chief advocacy point here is simply that, even short of some ultimate altruism,
people are typically anxious to feel good about themselves by perceiving
themselves as standing on some ethical "high ground." Furthermore, even
in the religious realm, moral and ethical "high ground" is often defined by
the civil realm.

Kinds of Constraints
All of the levels of self-interest described above, even that nominally associated with the religious, can work either for or against the kinds of social
constraints which will deter acts of bigotry and anti-Semitism.
Illustration: While the churches of the North' typically inveighed
against slavery with high moral tone, churches of the South typically stood on their own "high ground" in supporting slavery.
So, the Southern Presbyterian church pronounced "that it is the
peculiar mission of the Southern church to conserve the institution
of slavery."14 The theological arguments in support of slavery were'
many. The Jews, of course, had their own long experience with'
church justifications for and against anti-Semitism.
Thus, those constraints which define self-interests to exclude bigoted behavior and which are most subject to action by advocacy agencies are those
which can be generated by the laws, institutions and official customs of
the society. In sum, the kind of society typically determines the kinds of
constraints that work against bigoted and anti-Semitic behavior.

Proposition 9: It happens that the American society is basically the kind
of society which best fits the security and advocacy mission of the Jews
in diaspora.
Heinrich Heine once said that "if all Europe were to become a prison (for
Jews), America would still present a loop-hole of escape." But that was not
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because Americans were genetically betteJ than Europeans. It was because
of an exceptional set of conditions in America that some exceptional social
constraints were built into the American society, for example:

a) Heterogeneity
By 1740, in the colonies, there were about 400 Congregational churches, 200
Anglican churches, 100 each of Presbyterian, Baptist, Lutheran and Quaker
congregations, among others. One Anglican minister complained about the
"swarm of sectaries." 15 This heterogeneity, unparalleled elsewhere, continued
and made religious tolerance a practical matter.
Illustration: In 1819, when the "Jew Bill" was introduced in Maryland to remove religious political oaths, it was initially defeated,
although passed a few years later. The Philadelphia Aurora, a
general community newspaper, protested against the initial defeat
of the bill, raising the practical "diversity" issue:
"If the legislature of Maryland have the right to disfranchise
any portion of the freemen of that state, because they believe
in the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, they may next decide
which of the various [Christian] sects are the true Christians, and
disfranchise all the rest." 16
The ethnic heterogeneity in America has been as unparalleled. By 1790,
there were five' major nationality groups in the country, dozens of smaller
ones, and over half of the popul,ation south of New England was non-English.
From an early stage, "being American" could not have had the same nativist
connotation as being French, German or English.
.

b) Coalitional politics
The sheer religious, ethnic and regional heterogeneity of this country, and
its political structure have· typically required political parties, if they are
to prevail, to accommodate to the needs of as many groups as possible.
Coalitional politics-rather than the multiple factional politics which more
often characterized Europe-have helped to open up the political process to
smaller population groups.

c) Constitutional democracy
The creation of the American republic happily coincided with some of the
more advanced thinking in England and elsewhere about democracy and
natural rights, which were incorporated in the basic laws of the nation.
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American constitutionalism is primarily a matter of constraints. It does not
create a perfect society. The black experience in America is a tragic example
of that imperfection. But the black experience is, tardily, also an example of
the core meaning of a democratic society: it is not perfect by any measure,
but it is self-correctable, as long as the political and constitutional system is
maintained.
One of the historians of German Nazism, Karl Dietrich Bracher, wrote that
"the objective conditions of the economic crisis [in Germany] do not by
themselves explain why the economic crisis turned into a social and political
crisis, and ultimately into a crisis of the democratic system. What is of
greater significance is the fact that in Germany, in contrast to countries
like England and the United States, which were experiencing equally great
economic pressures, Government, political parties, interest groups, Army, and
public opinion leaders ... saw the economic crisis as a crisis of the 'system.'
The combination of political inexperience, lack of familiarity with the workings of parliamentary democracy, and powerful residues of authoritarianism
proved fataL"l?,
Where possible, the job of Jewish advocacy to help strengthen the qualities
in a society which tend to produce pertinent social constraints. The kind of
society, in these terms, is more important for Jewish security than specific
attitudes towards Jews, or even specific restraints against anti-Semitism.

Illustration: In one community, a Neo-Nazi group began to appear
at meetings of the local legislature, dressed in full Nazi uniform.
Leaders of the legislature approached the Jewish community, asking whether it advised a law which would prohibit the wearing of
a Nazi uniform. The Jewish community finally said "no," citing
a different and recent episode:
A number of Jewish youth had attended a Soviet.exhibit in an
American museum, silently wearing shirts which said, "Free the
Soviet Jews." The Soviet representatives complained, the police
removed the Jewish youth, but a court promptly ruled that the
police were wrong, political dress was a form of protected free
speech, and the Jewish youth returned to the Soviet exhibit. The
Jewish community decided that the integrity of the constitutional
guarantee of free speech and assembly was more important for
Jewish security than stripping the Nazis of their uniforms.
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Proposition 10: The prevailing constraints of a society are typically
created from the top down, through the laws, institutions, and public
policies. The primary targets of Jewish advocacy, then, are the laws,
institutions, public policies, and public policy makers.
Proposition 11: The neutral population becomes mo~t vulnerable, the
constraints most important when some mass discontent develops, usually
related to actual or feared loss of status, personal or national security, or
economic well-being.
Proposition 12: The primary job of Jewish advocacy is not to prevent
mass discontent in society-although it sometimes has a role in that
prevention. The primary job of Jewish advocacy is to help establish the
kind of mass constraints which will tend to exclude bigotry even in the
face of discontent.
The image of "the inverted pyramid"-of the constraints being normally
shaped "from the top down"-does not mean that the mass population at
the base of the pyramid is either powerless or passionless.
As a practical advocacy matter, it just means that in a period when most
people are generally satisfied with their lot, they will tend to take their
social-behavior cues from the layers of legal and institutional customs around
them. Even when their dissatisfactions grow, if they continue to feel that they
have a stake in society, they will be reluctant to breach the major constraints
laid down by the laws and institutions of that society.
Epidemic anti-Semitism is typically engendered by epidemic conditions which
seem to threaten the status and security, or the economic well-being of a large
section of the adult population, and thereby seriously reduce their sense of
stake in society. The "neutrals," with a relatively weak commitment to the
constraints, are the most immediately vulnerable.
Indeed, such constraints have their limits, and are no guarantee against cataclysmic situations. But, at the least, those constraints provide an important
measure of time in which a self-correctable democracy can try to address
mass dissatisfactions. IS
Illustration: The Second Ku Klux Klan emerged around 1915 and
is to be distinguished from the "first" KKK, which was created
by Confederate veterans in 1866 to resist the emergence of blacks
in the South. The second KKK spread heavily to the Midwest
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and the West, acquired millions of followers and won a number of
local elections. The nub of this KKK's attractiveness was a fear
that new mores and new waves of immigrants were displacing old
patterns of political power and cultural traditions, in addition to
possibly threatening jobs. The main targets of this KKK were the
perceived purveyors of those changes: Catholic, Jewish, Irish and
Southern European immigrants.

An applicable definition of "political extremism" is the political impulse to
breach democratic constraints. The KKK was a prime example .. But the
institutional constraints built into the American system limited the ability of
the KKK to grow into a dominant force. The majority of the population
were wary of the explosive qualities of extremism, for reasons indicated.
Mainstream political leaders did not want to identify with such extremism.
And the coalitional need of the parties asserted itself. In recent times, the
Republican Party has served to excise extremism from "right-wing" political
impulses, and the Democratic Party has done the same for "left-wing"
impulses. In this case, the Republican Party led the fight for immigration
restrictions, while eliminating the explicit bigotry of the KKK. Partly because
it had been so preempted, the KKK went into decline.
Jewish advocacy agencies do not generally have the power, the mandate, the
consensus or the expertise to fend off major economic or social crises in the
society. There is a role when those crises tend to be heavily "intergroup"
in nature (e.g., economic problems which bear some dimension of bigotry).
Otherwise, the role of the advocacy agencies is to strengthen the constraints,
and the kind of society which produces them.

Note on the Importance of Fighting
uRandom Anti-Semitism"
The fight against random anti-Semitism is not just important in itself, but
provides prime opportunities to constantly deepen the expressed dedication
of the establishment against anti-Semitic behavior, and thus to strengthen
the constraints against such behavior. That dedication is exhibited when
the legislatures pass laws against such behavior, when the law enforcement
agencies prosecute such behavior vigorously, and when the official, religious
and civic leadership express themselves strongly against such behavior. The
fight· against random anti-Semitism is thus a useful part of the fight against
.
epidemic anti-Semitism.
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Proposition 13:

While public policy has a prime role in shaping
the constraints against anti-Semitic behavior, ·educational programs to
strengthen those constraints have a significant part to play.

Proposition 14: While there is a prime concern with strengthening
constraints against the acting-out of anti-Semitic attitudes, the historic
reservoir of those attitudes is not inconsequential and must also be. a
continuing educational concern of Jewish advocacy.

Proposition 15: The reservoir of anti-Semitic attitudes can be
significantly drained by the long-term existence of benign social
circumstances and constraints. By the same token, that reservoir of
anti-Semitic attitudes can be rather quickly refreshed and increased by
adverse social circumstances and a breakdown of constraints.
The most potent education against anti-Semitic attitudes is the durable
existence of societal constraints against anti-Semitic behavior. But this does
not eliminate the importance of either direct educational programs to deepen
such constraints; or direct educational efforts to respond to any manifestation
of anti-Semitic attitudes.

The Changeable Nature of the Anti-Semitic uReservoir"
The "reservoir" of anti-Semitic attitudes has deep roots.19 Its base for many
centuries was, of course, primarily religious. But a modern base of secular
ethnic and nativist bias was added with the growth of European nations
and nationalism. 20 Thus, early modern champions of religious tolerance and
liberty for the Jews were not as happy about the existence of a Jewish
community which differed from the common ethnic quality of the nation.

Illustration: Following the French Revolution, Clermont de Tonnere said in the French Assembly; while supporting the cause of
Jewish emancipation: "To the Jews as individuals, everything;
to the Jews as a nation, nothing." The question became not
. so much whether the Jews were Christian, but whether they.
were Frenchmen. Similarly, Edward Von Hartmann, spoke out·
for religious freedom for Jews in Germany at the same time that
he deplored "Jewish tribal solidarity."

But Jews insistently maintained their community identity, even an. international identity. Political ideologies which abhorred any mediating groups
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between individuals and an all-powerful state added their modern bias. Lenin,
as the first head of the Soviet state, simultaneously outlawed anti-Semitism
and outlawed Jewish communal institutions.
These historic streams flowing into the reservoir of anti-Semitism, along
with the consequent sequestration of Jews in certain limited but visible
economic roles, set up the negative images of the Jews as alien and stubbornly
different. And extremist groups have always drawn on such group images in
times of crisis to establish the conspiracy theories which raised passions and
authenticated their proposed breaches of democratic constraint. 21
However, while the traditional negative images of Jews travelled across the
oceans to America, anti-Catholicism was the active "anti-Semitism" of America in the 18th and 19th century, for various historical reasons. Epidemic
anti-Semitism began to prosper in America during the unsettled and difficult
times of the first four decades of the 20th century, as in the KKK and
Henry Ford's fulminations, culminating in Father Coughlin and other assorted
movements in the 1930s.
The "reservoir" of prejudiced attitudes towards Jews has measurably declined
since World War II. In 1939, about half of the American people said that
Jewish businessmen were less honest than other businessmen. By 1962, only
a quarter of Americans said so. By 1981, fewer than a fifth said so. Other
measured negative stereotypes declined similarly over those years. 22
The critical aspect of anti-Semitism has always been the belief that Jews
have "too much power." In 1945, almost 6 out of 10 Americans said that
Jews had too much power; Since 1962, at most, 2 out of 10 have said that
Jews have too much power. Actually, since 1984, when Americans have been
presented with a multiple list, asking "which of these groups have too much
power," about 7 or 8 percent have chosen the Jews, slightly more having
chosen Asians, blacks and the Catholic church. 23
Part of this dramatic decline in the reservoir of anti-Semitic attitudes may
reflect, as some suggest, an increase in the constraints which people now
impose on their responses. Such an increase in the imposition of constraints
would itself be significant-not least of all because such constraints over a
period of time would have an effect on reducing the virulence of the attitudes
themselves. In that sense, the constraints over a period of time have affected
the culture of anti-Semitism.
In any case, it is clear that the reservoir of anti-Semitism in America has
declined, at least temporarily.
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Education and Anti-Semitism
The contemporary decline in the American reservoir of anti-Semitism cannot
just be ascribed to the educational campaign against such attitudes. Ad. vocacy agencies were engaged in considerable campaigns to directly reduce
anti-Semitic attitudes during the 1920s and 1930s, out of the theory that
people are anti-Semitic because they have false images of Jews and would
not be anti-Semitic if they knew Jews better.
The head of the Anti-Defamation League said in 1930 that the main job
ahead was "to educate the great mass in the truth concerning the Jews and
to demolish the foibles and fictions that are now a part of the mental picture
of the Jew in the public mind."24 Advocates went out in that period with
speeches entitled "The Jew in Literature, Science and Art," and "The Jew
as Patriot and Citizen."
But, as we have seen, anti-Semitic attitudes were at a peak in America

after a decade of such intensive educational campaigns. As Leo Pinsker
once observed, "prejudice and bad faith will yield to no truth." Other, more
dominant factors had been at work.
On the other hand, a strong inverse relationship has been found between
le~els of formal general education and levels of anti-Semitic attitudes. One
study typically found that among Americans who had not gone beyond grade
school, 52 percent measured high on a scale of anti-Semitic attitudes and
stereotypes; 36 percent of high school graduates measured high on that scale,
and 15 percent of college graduates. 25
.
Of course, education is an index of occupational status and success. Furthermore, educational level is also an index to age; more young people have·
reached higher and higher educational levels. And recent generations have
just received less and less exposure to the anti-Semitic reservoir, because of
constraints on behavior and expression.
But the studies have found that education has an independent effect. More
knowledge about the Jews presumably does reduces ·the credibility of some
traditional stereotypes, all other things being equal. However, most of the
pertinent knowledge has to do, not with the Jews, but with the kind of broad-·
ening knowledge of the history of this nation and the world which strengthens
fundamental constraints against anti-Semitism. More and higher quality
of formal education increases commitment to constitutional constraints in
general. 26
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However, it must be again noted that while higher levels of general education
is a significant bulwark for constraint and against epidemic anti-Semitism,
history has suggested that it is not an impenetrable bulwark if the society
and its constraints break down because of other factors.

A Special Note on Blacks and Jews
Surveys have indicated that the black population as a whole registers a
slightly higher level of anti-Semitism than do whites on economic matters,
but not on other matters; and that the levels of anti-Semitism among blacks
are no higher than the levels of negative anti-white attitudes among blacks. 27
However, while educational level makes a difference for black anti-Semitism,
it does not make the dramatic difference that is found among whites. 28 One
explanation is that more college-educated blacks have become politicized,
and ideologically bitter about the plight of the American blacks. As one
consequence, the reservoir of anti-Semitism has been refreshed in certain
black circles. Indeed, the expression of anti-Semitic attitudes notably came
"out of the closet" again in the 1960s in such black ideological circles. 29 •
This phenomenon strengthens the understanding t~at social circumstances
can subvert education.

c.

An Advocacy Model for Dealing
with Anti-Israelism

"Anti-Israel ism" is a term of convenience which describes opposition to
critical American support of Israel-when that opposition is adjudged
detrimental and unfair by the advocacy community. American support for
Israel is, after all, the main focus of American Jewish advocacy concern
about Israel. . It is to noted that the term "anti-Israelism is used here to
describe behavior which is deemed unfairly damaging to Israel, whether
there is subjective hostility towards Israel or not.
Behavior on the anti-Israeljpro-Israel scale refers primarily to American government behavior to Israel. But since this behavior is in the political arena, it
is often measured by the popular support of American government diplomatic
or economic assistance for Israel. Such popular support, as we shall see,
typically reflects governmental support.

f • ~ f:,
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Proposition 16: With resp'ect to anti-Israelism (behavior perceived as
damaging to Israel) it is useful to roughly divide the American public into
three sectors: negative-core, those most durably opposed to American
support of Israel; neutral, those who could rather easily be persuaded to
support or oppose American aid to Israel; and positive-core, those most
durably in favor of American support of Israel.
These terms are not meant to describe, in truism, how the population
happens to fall out at any given time with respect to American support of
Israel. They are meant to describe more intrinsic and durable characteristics
with respect to that support. It is to be cautioned again that any attempt
to quantify such a typology must be inexact and can only suggest certain
proportions.

Negative-Core
The negative-core anti-Israel sector mainly includes those who have a strong
subjective bias against Israel. As in the case of anti-Semitism, this represents
the smallest portion of the American population. It is suggested that about
ten to fifteen percent of Americans are negative-core antagonists of Israel
under all circumstances. They would include at least many of the hard-core
anti-Semites, along with partisan Arab-Americans.
Illustration: In a constantly repeated survey question over the
years, the American people have been asked whether they have
more sympathy for the Israeli cause or the Arab cause. An outright
espousal of the Arab cause and rejection of the Israeli cause
might presumably mark an outside boundary for negative-core
anti-Israelism. In surveys between. 1947 and 1967, an average of
about 11 percent of Americans said they favored the Arab cause
over the Israeli cause. Between 1967 and 1980, the average was
about 7 percent of Americans; and in the 1980s,the average again
rose to about 11 percent. 30
In the case of anti-Israelism as in anti-Semitism, the negative-core is not a
fruitful target for pro-Israel advocacy action.

The Neutral Population on Israel
The long-range survey profile suggests that about 6 out of 10 Americans
have been indifferent to either Israelis or the Arab states; or have been very
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volatile in their favorability either way. The neutral sector is the natural
target for pro-Israel advocacy. It is a larger sector than the' neutral sector in
the case of anti-Semitism.
'

The Positive- Core
Since 1948, the proportion of Americans favoring the Israel cause never
dropped below the 32 percent mark, although it rose considerably above
that-fluctuating in the 40-50 percentage range from 1967 on. 31 It has been
found that those Americans who have had the most positive and integrated
experience with American Jews tend have more durably favorable attitudes
towards Israel. And this category, may also include some of those more
intensely religious Americans who have a doctrinal investment in Israel.
It should be strongly noted that "Anti-Semitism" and "Anti-Israel ism" are
not parallel terms. Neutrals in the anti-Semitic context may have many
subjective prejudices against Jews, but their "neutrality" refers to the fact
that they are not, at any given time, behaving anti-Semitically. Neutrals in
the anti-Israel context do not markedly have subjective prejudices against
Israel; their "neutrality" refers to the fact that, at any given time, not
deeply caring much one way or another" they do not actively oppose or
favor American support of Israel.

Proposition 17: The self-interest involved in anti-Israelism is mainly that
of perceived national self-interest, and the sense of status and security
that comes with it. The primary job of Jewish advocacy is to help define
American national self-interest in terms of American support of Israel.
That may entail not only attitudes towards Israel, but some attitLJdes
towards American foreign policy in general.
The Gallup organization once issued a memo on this phenomenon: at a time
when most Americans believed that Israel was not treating the Palestinians
fairly, the majority of those Americans still favored the Israeli cause 'no less. 32
Those Americans were more concerned about Israel's importance to America
than about the treatment of the Palestinians.
In a July, 1981 Yankelovich poll, Americans were virtually split on such
questions as whether Israel was wrong in its attitudes towards a Palestinian
state on the West Bank, or whether Israel treated Arabs badly, but these
same Americans still registered their sympathy for the Israeli cause over the
Arab cause by a 5 to 1 ratio.
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On one occasion, while 2 out of 10 Americans said that the U.S. should send
arms to Israel if the Arabs invaded, almost 7 out of the same 10 said that
the U.S. should send arms to Israel if the Soviet Union was involved in the
invasion. Israel's importance to the U.S. at this time was seen largely In
terms of helping to stem Soviet adventurism in the area.
>

It is true that surveyed Americans have expressed the belief that Israelis are
"more like" Americans than are the Arabs. 33 There is recognition of some
cultural similarity between Americans and Israelis-partly stimulated by the
integration of American Jews.
'
But, as a whole, and for the "neutral" majority, the strength of American willingness to support Israel has never been as heavily based on'sympathy-either
flowing from a perception of cultural similarity, or from the image of the
Holocaust-as it has been based on a perception of Israel's importance for
American national interest.
American attitudes towards Israel were not most favorable right after World
War II, when the perception of cultural similarity and the image of the Israel
as a refuge for Nazi victims were both high. It was only after 1967 that
Israel's favorability started to rise sharply.
In earlier years, the U.S., attempting to build stability in the area around a
kin(of Arab-based NATO, had' not given Israel significant aid or support.
But Arab-American alliances collapsed with the instability of one Arab state
after another, and the result of the war in 1967 suggested that Israel might
be a more serious basis for an American alliance and stability in the area.
American government behavior towards Israel improv~d considerably, and
American public attitudes followed. The perception of national self-interest
was the dominant factor.
Illustration: While American government support of Israel began
to rise after the 1967 war, American government support rose
even more sharply on the occasion of the 1973 war. At that time,
massive American aid was shipped to Israel on an emergency basis
(and American public approval of such an arms shipment increased
overnight following the government's action). The decision to so
ship arms was made by President Richard Nixon. President Nixon
was not known as an instinctive friend of Israel or American Jews.
He had said that he resented American Jewish pressure on behalf
of Israel, and that since he had not received a heavy "Jewish
vote," he was not influenced by American Jewish opinions. But
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he decided that it was in American national interest not to let
Egypt and Syria win in the 1973 war because both were clients of
the Soviet Union. 34

Proposition 18: Perceptions of national self-interest with respect to
Israel have typically been created from the top down, affected by
American public policy. Thus, as in the case of anti-Semitism, the primary
target of Jewish advocacy is public policy and the public policy makers.

Proposition 19: For anti-Israelism as for anti-Semitism, a purpose of
Jewish advocacy is to help maintain and shape the kind of society in
which effective advocacy is possible.
The principle of the "inverted pyramid" has operated even more dramatically
for attitudes towards Israel than for attitudes towards Jews. A scholar on
public opinion, Hadley Cantril, once suggested this law: "When an opinion
is not solidly structured, an accomplished fact tends to shift opinion in the
direction of that accomplished fact."

Illustration: In late 1947, the U.S. support of a partition plan
for Palestine, creating a Jewish state, was greeted by great jubilation among American Jews. And when this U.S. government
support was announced, 65 percent of the American people said
they approved. Four months later, the representatives of the
U.S. government announced that they had reversed position and
now opposed the partition plan (for ·reasons having to do with
perceived national self-interest). American public opinion on the
partition plan immediately dropped to 24 percent approval. 35

In foreign affairs generally, policy makers are typically even more influential
opinion-makers than they are in domestic affairs. There have been notable
exceptions, as in the issue of the demobilization of troops after World War
II, or after a certain point in the Vietnam war. But in .most cases, as long
as the public could be convinced that the policy makers were on the same
value-course as the public was (e.g., halting the expansion of the Soviet
Union on the world scene), that public was willing to accept official strategy.
Thus, as long as the executive and legislative branches of the U.S. gov.,.
ernment certified that support for Israel was important for the U.S., the
basic "neutrals" within the American public went along. This "certification"
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included the fact that the U.S. Congress has made Israel the main beneficiary
of U.S. aid for well over a decade, in the total amount of over 45 billion
dollars since 1974. At times when the executive branch has been more critical
of Israel-reflecting diplomatic pressure-Congress has so far been able to
maintain the image of a government in overwhelming support of Israel.
None of this means that American Jewish efforts to influence public policy
are useless. Those efforts have been most useful when they have helped to
clarify the nature of American national interest; or when a policy maker is
himself largely "neutral" on an issue for one reason or another. (For further
discussion, see Section III. A. below on the use of skills in public policy).
But these efforts are ultimately limited by official perceptions of national
interest. 36
Despite the limits, the important ability of the American Jewish advocacy
community to help clarify perceptions of American national interest, and
to otherwise influence public policy has depended on its ability to gain
access to policy makers. That ability, in turn, has depended on the U.S.
being the "kind of society" in which such access by a minority group is
legitimate and feasible. That emphasizes again the American Jewish stake
in the democratic, pluralistic and coalitional nature of the American political
society.

Note on "Isolationism"
American policy towards Israel· is embedded in the larger strategy of American
foreign policy. That policy was effectively isolationist during the 1930s, even
to the extent of long resisting aid to an England embattled by a warring
Nazi Germany. While President Franklin D. Roosevelt came to support
interventionism, strong forces in Congress and the inertia of an isolationist
public mood, persisted to the eve of America's involvement in World War 11.,
definitively precipitated by the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor.
The experience of the Vietnamese War returned a strong measure of antiinterventionist mood to the country-but the concern about Soviet expansionism remained a basic focus around which American foreign policy turned.
The American public overwhelmingly shared that concern.
When the "cold war" subsided, some of those who had most strongly supported American interventionism against Soviet expansion, changed their
course.' Symptomatically, columnist, political activist, former presidential
aide Pat Buchanan said the America should now return to its shores. Others
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said that America should stay interventionist on the side of democracy and
human rights, and against tyranny in the world. Official America remained
largely interventionist, and the dramatically successful Persian Gulf War
seemed to solidify America's mood on that score, at least for the time.
However, it is clear that if official America ever returned to a perception that
a high degree of non-intervention would serve American national interest,
then the ability of the U.S. to intervene on behalf of Israel could be seriously
hampered. This is just another example of how American policy towards
Israel is more than a matter of specific attitudes towards Israel. itself.

Proposition 20: Anti-Israelism and anti-Semitism are not automatically
related, but anti-Israelism, under certain circumstances, could be the
factor which most dissipates constraints against anti-Semitism.
In their analysis of a comprehensive 1974 Louis Harris survey, two of the
country's leading survey analysts found no significant correlation between
sympathy for Israel and conventional anti-Semitism. Nor was there a significant correlation between anti-Semitism and support of the PLO; nor between
the belief that Jews have too much power in this country, and support of
Israel. 37 In another survey, the same proportion of those Americans who
approved the idea of a Jewish president, identified positively with Israel as
against the Arabs. 38
It is a statistical reality that there is no automatic connection between
anti-Semitism and anti-Israelism at this time for the American population
as a whole. That is, those who are objectively opposed to American support
for Israel are not necessarily. or even dominantly anti-Semitic.
But those who are subjectively anti-Semitic do tend to be anti-Israel. And
there are extensive, if sometimes informal ties between the hard-core antiSemitic movements and the pro-Arab movement, whose publications often
quote the Liberty Lobby.
Also, there is a potential anti-Semitic danger suggested by the fact that in
mimy surveys of the past several decades, a quarter to a third of Americans
have consistently expressed their belief that American Jews are more loyal to
Israel than to America. 39
It does not follow that all those who hold that belief therefore have negative
feelings towards the American Jews who support Israel. In one year, when
about 3 out of 10 Americans said that Jews were more loyal to Israel than to
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America, only one out of 10 thought that the close ties between American
Jewry and Israel was bad; about 3 out of 10 thought those ties were good;
and the rest were indifferent. 4o
Those proportions correspond to the proportions in which Americans are
divided with respect to anti-Israelism in general. When Americans are themselves in support of Israel, they apparently do not tend to see the Israeli
American Jewish association in negative terms.
However, if American attitudes should ever shift significantly to oppose
American support of Israel-while Jews continue to be vocal on behalf of that
support, as they would-then more negative attitudes could develop towards'
Jews. There are always those would be willing to fan those flames. But,
again, the policy makers at the top would probably be most influential-first,
in the matter of strengthening America's commitment to Israel; and, second,
in the matter of emphasizing constraints against anti-Semitism, even if support of Israel fades.

D. Church-State Separation
Proposition 21: The issue of church-state separation, not largely a
matter of anti-Semitism, is generally governed by the models of social
constraint, and itself constitutes one of the set of constraints most
important to American Jewish security.
One of the democratic constraints officially built into the American society
lies in the first sedor of the First Amendment to the Constitution, which
reads: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof... "
But that short sector actually contains two constraints (church-state separation and religious freedom) which are sometimes in difficult tension with
each other.
Illustration: In the 1980s, there were unsuccessful efforts in
Congress to pass a law permitting non-sectarian prayers in the
public schools. (An old practice, it had been prohibited by the
courts on grounds of church-state separation). One argument
was that the prohibition interfered with the right of religious
expression.
During the same period, Jewish communities in some states
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were trying to find ways to allow Jewish" public school teachers
to be absent on major Jewish Holy Days without penalty. The
object was to find a balance between a proper "accommodation"
to the exercise" of religious freedom and an improper violation of
church-state separation. (One solution was to legalize some "personal leave" days for purposes which could include, by legislative
intent, religious necessity).

In recent years there have been few concerns about direct violations "of the
freedom-of-religion section in the First Amendment, but advocacy agencies
remain vigilant on that score as well.

Illustration: The Jewish community had been comfortable with
their understanding of a Supreme Court rule that a government
action cannot interfere with religious observance unless the government could prove a "compelling state interest" to do so. But
in 1990, the Court rejected a claim by Oregon Indians that" their
use of the drug peyote, as a necessary part of a traditional religious ritual was protected by the First Amendment. And the
majority opinion indicated that the state did not have to prove a
"compelling state interest." That ruling disturbed Jewish agencies
which had been involved in supporting the Indians' case.

The Nature of the Church-State Issue
The issue of church-state separation follows and differs from the models of
"anti-Semitism and anti-Israelism described earlier, in these ways:"
a) This is largely a problem which does not stem from· hostility "to Jews.
While hard-core anti-Semites would like to officially "Christianize" the country, so would a much larger sector of the population, including many Catholic
and Protestant fundamentalists, for their own affirmative reasons.
b) There is a potential for friction developing between Jews and other
religious groups when there is contention on this issue.
c) the issue has usually been officially settl~d on the "inverted pyramid"
model, by the legislatures and notably by the courts' interpretations of the
First Amendment.
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d) Those committed to some breaking down of church-state separation, have
a perceived self-interest in the protection of a cultural and religious way of
life. Those committed to maintaining the line between church and state have
a perceived self-interest in preventing religious domination or appearances of
"second-class citizenship."

Illustration: Jewish advocacy agencies have initiated political and
court actions, with usual success, against efforts to place a Christian cross, or a nativity scene on or around official buildings such
as city halls or schoolhouses. The argument has been that such
practices suggest an official endorsement of Christianity, and a
second-class status for other religions.

e) On the question of the separation of state from a specifically sectarian
Christian advantage, there is consensus within the Jewish community. But
on the question of the separation of state from all religion on a non-sectarian
basis, there is a less effective, and perhaps lessening consensus in the Jewish
community.

Illustrations: While the Jewish community consensually opposes
Christian symbols only on public buildings, a Jewish religious
minority has been willing to allow Christian and Jewish symbols
to be so displayed. An even stronger Jewish minority,interested
in helping Jewish day schools to flourish, has objected to the
mainstream Jewish position against government aid to religious
schools.

Some Historical Notes
The heterogeneity of church groups in America has been, as indicated, one
of the built-in constraints against the breakdown of church-state separation.
But another has been the early development of the nation as "The First
Protestant Nation," as it has been called. That title refers to the fact that
the basic Protestant groups growing in America-for example, the Congregationalists, Presbyterians and Methodists-emphasized individual and local
religious responsibility, rather than hierarchal authority. As a result, there
are some church allies for the majority Jewish concern with maintaining
church-state separation in general.
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The "evangelical" Christian churches have been perceived as a problem by
much of the Jewish community. Although they would oppose the establishment of any formalized state church, they are interested, by definition, in both
"Christianizing" the culture of America, and in proselytizing non-Christians.
There is also the perception among many Jews that there is a high level of
anti-Semitism among the ranks of the evangelicals, partly because of their
proselytizing proclivities.
About a fifth to a quarter of Americans have been estimated to qualify as
evangelical; about a tenth of those are Catholic and a quarter of them are
black. A statistically large proportion are economically and educationally
below the mean. They are politically split, and in recent years, while they
have been highly vocal, they have not been successfully organized as a major
cohesive political force on the national scene.41
In general, efforts to formally "Christianize" America have failed,42 although
the Supreme Court did not extend the meaning of the church-state prohibition to state governments until the twentieth century. It was not until the
Everson case in 1947 that the Supreme Court ruled that the First Amendment
not only proscribed a state church, but any government aid to religious groups
or dogmas. Since then, its rulings have usually been compatible with majority
Jewish advocacy aims-and indeed are often buttressed by the legal efforts
of Jewish advocacy agencies. 43
However, there remain Jewish advocacy concerns about future court decisions, and about legislative efforts and administrative practices on the
national, state and local levels.

E. Embattled Jews Abroad
Proposition 22:
Problems of American aid to embattled Jews
abroad-as in the Soviet Union or Ethiopia-closely follow the
"anti-Israelism" model.
With the emergence of the U.S. as a dominating figure in the world during
the latter part of the 19th century, the advocacy efforts of American Jews
often became crucial for assistance to embattled Jews abroad. This issue
follows and differs from the model on anti-Israelism in these ways:
a) National self-interest normally prevails. Public policies are typically made
at the top policy-making level, in the "inverted pyramid" mode, and the
1,1
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public has generally accepted that policy as long as no countervailing interest
is perceived.
Illustration: The Sbviet Jewry movement in America aimed its
strategies mainly at the President and the Congress. In general,
the American political establishment, quite willing to embarrass
the Soviet Union on the world scene, responded handsomely, and
was crucially important in pressing the Soviet Union to open the
emigration gates for Jews.
b) However, the American Jewish community helped to clarify the understanding among the policy makers that this pressure was in the national
interest. Furthermore, when national interest is not perceived as a serious
consideration, the domestic political considerations and related activity of
the Jewish community then can become especially significant.
Illustration: When Syria imprisoned, tortured and killed Damascus
Jews on charges of ritual murder in 1840, American Jewish gatherings in a number of cities asked President Martin Van Buren to
take some mitigating action. The President did instruct the U.S.
minister to Syria to protest in the name of a nation which places
"upon the same footing the worshipers of God, of every faith and
form, acknowledging no distinction between the Mahomedan, the
Jews and the Christian."44
But when, in 1858, American Jews asked President James
Buchanan to intervene in the case of Edward Mortara,a six
year old Jewish boy kidnapped in Italy by papal authorities, the
President did not respond. Preoccupied with a divided party, he
was afraid that an appeal on behalf of Edward Mortara might
alienate the Irish Catholics in the· Democratic Party. The Jews
were then not as significant a political force ..
c) It should also be noted that when national self-interest is· not an overwhelming fac~or to the contrary, the American public and its policy makers
are pleased to take the "high road" on behalf of global human rights which
they perceive as an American signature. Substantial American government
influence to permit the emigration of Ethiopian Jews to Israel was well
received by the American public in that light.
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F. Other Functions of Advocacy Agencies
Proposition 23: Since the advocacy agencies are the best equipped in
the community to influence public policy and policy makers, advocacy
agencies are sometimes legitimately mandated by their constituencies to
pursue public policy matters which do not clearly fall within the definition
of their advocacy mission.
Some advocacy agencies have relatively homogeneous constituencies, in terms
of public issues, and some are "umbrella" agencies whose constituencies are
primarily organizations ..
The national Jewish advocacy agencies-such as the Anti-Defamation League,
the American Jewish Committee, the American Jewish Congress, and the
Jewish Labor Committee have an individual membership base and tend to
have relatively homogeneous constituencies. Although their prime mandate
is Jewish advocacy, those organizations can take a position on any issue
of which their constituency approves. And there are organizations, such as
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, other denominational bodies,
the National Council of Jewish Women and Hadassah which have missions
beyond their advocacy missions.
The local Jewish Community Relations Councils or Committees are typically "umbrella" bodies, consisting of organizations with many different constituencies. On a national level, the National Jewish Community Relations
Council and The Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations are
in the same position. A "consensus" for these organizations primarily means
a consensus among their organizations.
They are typically more limited in taking positions on issues outside the
advocacy field, although they can do so if there is an organizational consensus. The American Israel Public Affairs Committee. not formally connected
to other organizations because of its special mission and non tax exempt
status, nevertheless aspires to a representative board and policies which
reflect communal consensus.

Illustration: Some agencies, such as the Union of American Hebrew Congregations and the American Jewish Congress have opposed capital punishment, in accordance with the desire of their
constituencies, although in recent years all surveys have shown
that the American Jewish public as a whole overwhelmingly sup-
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,
ports capital punishment.' Most other Jewish agencies have remained silent on the issue-although when capital punishment
was perceived in earlier years as an intergroup matter-that is,
more black offenders being prejudicially subject to capital
punishment-many Jewish agencies spoke out against that aspect
of the problem.

Illustration: With the growth of the "welfare state," Jewish federations and welfare agencies have become increasingly interested
in affecting government funding decisions. They have often called
on the JeRes to act as their agent or otherwise help them in this
endeavor because of the particular expertise and connections of
the JeRes.
-

A Note on Advocacy and uJewish Social Values"
There can be much worthwhile debate about the nature of "Jewish social
values" as they touch on public affairs. Some will say that the list of such
values is clear; others will argue with the "list." Both sides will quote
gospel. Do we accept Isaiah's prescription to turn swords into ploughshares,
or Amos' prescription to turn ploughshares into swords, or do they both need
circumstantial interpretation? And so forth.
However, when asked to name the quality they considered most important
to their Jewish identity, 54 percent of American Jews chose "a commitment
to social equality." The preponderance of Jews have chosen "social justice"
in answer to similar queries. 45 Whatever that may mean, there is obviously
some sense among American Jews that there are particularly Jewish values
relating to public affairs in which they have an investment. On the other
hand, there can be considerable debate about how general values should be
translated into specific political positions. Does the sacred quality of human
life call for or against capital punishment?
It is not the function of advocacy agencies to argue these points in general.
It is the function of advocacy agencies to mainly remain within their mandate
which is "to prevent and remedy any behavior which threatens the life,
livelihood or freedom of Jews, as Jews, in America, in Israel or elsewhere."
As we have seen, that mandate substantially coincides with the mandate
for "social justice" as perceived by the bulk of American Jews. But the
more specific advocacy mandate is the one around which the Jewish community can be most fully mobilized. And the advocacy "models" proposed
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above are the ones around which the coinciding values can probably be best
implemented-perhaps even, in many cases, for those Jewish organizations
which have both advocacy and other mandates.
None of this affects the fact that, for reasons indicated, Jewish advocacy
agencies can and do occasionally take on other than traditional advocacy
issues at the request of their constituencies, but it does put those occasions
in perspective.

Proposition 24: Since advocacy issues touch the consciousness of Jews
more than most issues, advocacy agencies have a unique potential for
organizing unorganized Jews.
Most Jews, even those relatively uninvolved with the organized Jewish community, have some concerns about anti-Semitism and support for Israel,
as well as for such issues as Soviet Jewry. Advocacy agencies naturally
attract many of those interested in activism on these issues. But there is
also a potential to use the advocacy agencies in generalized campaigns by
federations and others, to "reach the unreached."
.

III. The Skills
The purpose below is obviously not to try to describe all or most of the skills
involved in advocacy practice, but to point out some of the key principles
underlying those skills, especially as they are related to the analyses above.

A. Influencing Public Policy
Proposition -25: The first operational step in influencing public policy
is to_ gain access to the policy makers. That access is chiefly gained by
involveme~t with those pO.licy makers.
Proposition 26: The most crucial involvement with policy makers is
not initially by agencies, but by individuals connected to the Jewish
community.
"Access" typically denotes these kinds of responsiveness to advocates from
policy makers: a) eagerness to grant an audience; b) willingness to listen
seriously; c) willingness to give "the benefit of the doubt" and to accept.
the advocate's position if all other things are equal-that is, if there is no
overwhelming constituency to the contrary and there is no perception of a
strong national, state or local interest to the contrary.
Access is typically gained by: a) the voting strength of a consensual constituency; b) financial support for candidates; c) Other support for candidates, from walking the precincts to providing useful advice and information;
d) common membership in a close, natural social network of one kind or
another.
Jews constitute 3 percent or more of the population-or 5 percent or more
of the voting population-in only about 9 states. Of course, candidates will
usually consider any voting strength significant, especially when they can take
non-contentious positions that will not disturb their general constituency.
But, in this case, other involvement factors are critical for access. Jews are
politically hyperactive, for historical reasons; that hyperactivity extends to
39
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financial contributions for candidates and other kinds of volunteer support.
Jews are also hyperactive not only in political party circles, but in general
community affairs (e.g., cultural, economic, "cause" associations). That
typically makes some of them, in disproportionate numbers, travellers in one
of the civic networks of people in which policy makers and incipient policy
makers themselves travel.

Illustration: In one case, a policy maker who eventually became
congressional "whip" of his party, first became involved with a
number of individual Jews in local civil rights, "communal betterment," and political party activity. He was supported by this
network and by m"any financial contributions when he won a seat
in the local legislature, and then in the state legislature, and
then in Congress. It was because of this history-as we" as
because of his values, many of them developed in the course of
that history-that he was always highly accessible to the Jewish
community.

Obviously, most of those connections were made by Jewish individuals who
were involved in those activities. But, of course, Jewish agencies often had
a role in stimulating those individual involvements.
Proposition 27: At best, the agencies motivate Jewish individuals to
become involved in the general community. At the least, the agencies
provide advocacy~related information for the individuals who are involved.
For purposes of Jewish advocacy, it is crucial that many of those connected
to the organized Jewish community also become involved in the general
community; and that those who are involved in the general ·community
become connected to the organized Jewish community.
It has become a programmatic priority for some agencies to deliberately
cultivate this crucial "double connection, because there has been a perceived
tendency for it to diminish.
For this purpose, it is always necessary for advocacy agencies to go beyond
their own "board" or formal leadership circle, and maintain some less formal
but ongoing two-way relationship with a larger, natural Jewish leadership
network. (For further discussion. see Section "I. E. below).
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Proposition 28: While Jewish agencies are generally prohibited from
engaging in politically partisan elections, for strategic and legal reasons,
they are, with certain technical restrictions, legitimately involved in taking
positions on and influencing public issues that relate to the Jewish
advocacy mission.
All non-profit agencies should have their own legal advice, and consult the
precise directions on public policy participation which have been prepared by
the national Jewish agencies, and which are available through those agencies
and NJCRAC.
However, within the limits of those technical regulations, there is ample
room for agencies to educate their constituencies and inform their public
policy makers about issues that fall within the mandate of those agencies
and affect the security of the community.
Illustration: Jewish delegations regularly visit policy makers to inform them of consensual community or constituency opinions, and
to elaborate on the reasons for those opinions. Those delegations
typically consist of individuals who have particular access to that
policy maker, and representatives of various organizations.
Indeed, it is a practical prescription for advocacy agencies that they touch
base with their policy makers not only when a crisis arises, but regularly and
in between crises.
Involvement by agencies or their current officers in elections or such politically
partisan activity is strictly forbidden. It is also counter-productive because
the Jewish community as a whole must have access to policy makers in both
_major parties. Of course, it would violate common sense for advocacy agencies not to point out and organize, for instance, against egregious expressions
of anti-Semitism by a candidate.

Note on Jewish Voting Patterns
How Jews vote in partisan elections, or participate in partisan politics, is not
the business of Jewish advocacy agencies, except to encourage Jews to vote
and to participate in one way or another.
However, there is always public interest in the partisan political patterns of
Jews, and advocacy professionals often have reason to be knowledgeable
about those patterns. 46
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Proposition 29: It is most effective for the Jewish community not to
present itself as a "single-issue" community in public affairs, although
single-issue organizations and agencies frequently have valuable functions.
Single-interest advocacy organizations often have had an important function,
but it has also been eventually important for them to mesh their activities
with the rest of the advocacy community in order to best affect public policy.

Illustration: Organizations exclusively devoted to the Soviet Jewry
cause sprang up at the end of the 1960s, and a period of contention between them and the advocacy "establishment" ensued.
Although the established advocacy agencies had always inveighed
against the condition of Soviet Jews, the situation had been
relatively frozen and hopeless until certain developments took
place: Stalin died; the Soviet Union began to feel the effect of its
own disastrous economic deterioration, and the need for healing
economic relations with the U.S.; and, after the 1967 war in the
Middle East, Soviet Jews courageously came out ofthe closet and
. publicly demanded rights, including emigration rights.
The established agencies were initially cautious, anxious, for
example, to find techniques that would avoid putting Soviet Jews
in danger. "Activists" in America (and elsewhere in the world)
felt that the established agencies were moving too cautiously, and
established their own organizations.
These "single-issue" organizations dynamized that issue, not
only pushing the mainstream Jewish organizations, but bringing
the issue into dramatic public view. Sometimes, for example,
they confronted a Soviet presence in this country more rudely
than some of the mainstream organizations would have liked,
thereby gaining much media attention. They also activated a
number of Jews who had not been seriously involved in the Jewish
·community.
However, the ultimate purpose was to get the American public
policy makers to put official and meaningful pressure on the Soviet
Union to liberalize emigration for Soviet Jews. There could be
endless debate about who did what most effectively to accomplish
that end-but it was accomplished finally by some combination
of efforts by the single-issue organizations and the advocacy establishment, which had the strongest connections to the policy
makers. If their efforts had not finally meshed in the main, the
cause of Soviet Jewry would have suffered.

!
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Throughout, it was part of the function of the advocacy community as a
whole to pursue the totality of the advocacy agenda. It continued to be
important, for example, that the advocacy community pursue those issues
which strengthened the "kind of society" in which the Soviet Jewry cause
could be advanced by the Jewish community fruitfully, legitimately and without backlash. It was also important for the Jewish community to constantly
remind policy makers of the broad range of issues on the advocacy agenda.
Proposition 30: Making issue alliances with other groups is often
necessary for affecting issues in the public policy arena.
It is, of course, axiomatic that influence on a policy maker is normally
multiplied when non-Jewish organizations and constituencies coalesce with
Jews to exert that influence. This is an essential part of the package of skills
for affecting public policy, and is dealt with in more detail and illustratively
in the disc-ussion of Intergroup Relations below.
Proposition 31: Access is only a first step, and its effectiveness then
depends on the strength of ideas which are presented and the skill of
argumentation.
Access can be effective In itself when there is little contention, and no
major countervailing interests or constituencies. Of course, the exertion
of raw political power by a large population group often provides access
and determinative influence at the same time. But the role of ideas in the
political process is often overlooked.

Illustrations: A central idea which underlay the restrictive immigration laws of the 1920s, was that immigration took away jobs
and hurt the American labor force. Much of America's labor
_movement supported the restrictions on those grounds. Whenthe efforts were initiated after World War II to liberalize American
immigration laws (a liberalization the Jewish community was very
interested in because of the refugee tragedies during the 1930s),
the idea that immigration ultimately created jobs in the economy
was heavily documented and presented. This was a prime factor
in enabling the labor movement and the policy makers to accept
the liberalization.
On another level, when a series of random attacks on Jewish
institutions were reported, some formulation was sought which
would dramatize high-level social disapproval of such acts, but
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would not breach civil liberties. The ADL and other·Jewish groups
formulated the idea of increasing the penalties which normally
apply to vandalism when religious institutions were involved. That
idea was then easily implemented in a number of state legislatures.

Part of the advocacy skill is the ability to help develop and circulate ideas
which will fruitfully change the course of thinking among policy makers and
others. While advocacy agencies are primarily action-oriented, this reflective
function should not be ignored, either at the local or national level.
For example, Jewish advocacy should perhaps be engaged in further developing and promoting not just the more narrow ideas which relate to American
support of Israel, but those ideas which have to do with the damage to
American national interest of isolationist ideas in general. One research
analysis found that the inclination towards interventionism and "internationalism" by given U.S. Senators was more significantly connected with their
support of Israel than was the size of Jewish campaign contributions or Jewish
constituencies. 47

Reminder on the Limits of uRaw" Jewish Influence
Discussed above (Section II. C. and Section II. E.): the understanding that
"raw" Jewish political "power," in terms of voting or candidate support,
is marginal-not very decisive when national or other substantial interests
are strongly countervailing; significantly decisive and important, when there
are no such countervailing interests, or when policy makers are relatively
undecided.
.
But that understanding magnifies the importance of a role in helping to
shape, to the extent possible, a clear and favorable interpretation of American national interest among policy makers. This advocacy role which involves ideas and effective argumentation along with access, is often underestimated. 48

B. Argumentation
Successful argumentation is ultimately based on good and well-developed
ideas, but there are also some specific skills involved, whether addressed to
policy makers or others.
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Proposition 32: The test for successful argument is not just that it
contains some impeccable logic, but that it addresses the enlightened
self-interest, and the existing cultural constraints and authority systems
of the audience.
People have a normal impulse to try to make their values and their self-interests
consistent with each other. Ideally, arguments should include elements of
both, thus appealing to "enlightened self-interest."
Illustration: In the campaign for laws to prohibit racial and religious discrimination in employment, the typical argument, at
best, included a reference to both ideas that: a) the absence of
discrimination would be good for the employer, providing a larger
labor pool; and especially good for society, preventing civil rifts
that would harm a prosperous and pacific society; and b) the
absence of discrimination represents the "high road" of American
public values and private religious values.
People also have a normal impulse to resist a change in attitudes when
that change somehow clashes with their existing belief and authority system.
Successful argumentation attempts to avoid that clash.
Illustration: In that campaign for laws to prohibit employment
discrimination, the argument was presented by public officials,
religious leaders and by as many business and labor leaders as
could be mustered.

Reminder: The passage of the laws against discrimination, and the subsequent change in behavior patterns, themselves provided the major force
for changing attitudes about employment discrimination. And the primary
skills of "influencing public policy," as described above, were central to the
passage of those laws-but effective argumentation is a necessary addition
to that package of skills.
Proposition 33: The discipline of advocacy argument requires that the
self-satisfaction of "winning the debate" not be a primary motive.

Proposition 34: The discipline of advocacy argument requires that the
advocates not allow the opposition to establish the playing field; but that
they insistently make their own optimal points.
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While accommodation to Jewish "expressive" needs sometimes needs to be
included, (for further discussion, see Section III. E. below) the discipline
of argumentation requires primary attention to the instrumental goal of
changing the way people think on an issue.
.

Illustration: A "letter to the editor" in a daily newspaper accused·
Israel of oppressing the Palestinians, citing several case examples,
and of denying autonomy to the Palestinians and obstructing
peace. The most effective response made only passing and dismissive reference to the bulk of the letter which consisted of the
"horror" cases. The response mainly took the opportunity of
documenting the fact that the main deterrents to peace were the
hard-line Arab states, who were only interested in eliminating the
whole state of Israel, America's only stable ally in the area. The
responder had to resist impulses to take the "horror" aspects of
the letter apart piece by piece. Thus, not only did the responder
avoid repeating the alleged "horrors" for the many who had not
seen the original letter, but also made the points most likely to
affect the audience.

,i

c.

Media

The editorial biases of the media do not automatically, and Svengali-like,
shape the minds of a robotic American public; but as reporters of news
and world images, they obviously have a role at the apex of the "inverted
pyramid," transmitting cultural messages to the public.
In addition, the media have an inordinate capacity to provoke the Jewish
community, which then presses Jewish advocacy agencies for redress. But the
strategies which apply to influencing public policy makers, do not necessarily
apply effectively to the private media.
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Proposition 35: While media need to be strongly called for perceived
errors of commission or omission, usually they are most successfully
affected by flanking rather than head-on action. The odds are normally
against the media being directly out-argued or threatened.
Proposition 36: Regular access to media policy makers and managers
is to be emphasized, followed by strategies which are usually not so much
designed to attack the media as to get remedial and proactive material
in the media.
The media are different than most other advocacy subjects in these
ways:
a) They are very conscious of the fact that they are protected by freedom-ofthe-press provisions in the Constitution-indeed, a protection which the
Jewish community is anxious to preserve as one of the characteristics which
make America the "kind of society" in which Jews themselves are protected.
The media are quick to see any attempt at "interference" as an attack on
their constitutional status.
b) They are largely profit-making private enterprises, and indeed the major
media content on any given day is more likely to reflect an attention-getting
motive rather than an editorial point of view. The media are typically
protective of their choices in content, as a matter of professional pride.

Illustrations: At a conference with national media managers, representatives of the Jewish community expressed their concern
about what they saw as a persistent "double standard" applied to
the news about Israel. Some of the media people then expounded
on the news-reporting theory of "discontinuity," a fancy term for
the old journalistic standard of "man bites dog." They explained
the legitimacy of an apparent double standard by saying that if
Arabs mistreat Jews, it is not news because people expect it.
But if Jews mistreat Arabs, it is more unexpected and therefore
news. And in fact, the news on the Middle East more often
reflects the media's unfortunate prejudice in favor of startling and
attention-getting news, than subjective prejudice against Israel.

c) The media are generally impervious to threats of boycott-either of advertising or readership-because experience has indicated that such boycotts
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just don't work. Advertisers need the media as much; as themedia'l'need
them, and consumers do not have much choice.
The strategies that are aimed at effectively shaping the media rather
than attacking them include:
a) Access requires persistent between-crises contact, and the search for ways
to be mutually beneficial. That "benefit," for the media typically includes
the ability to quickly get responses to news events that affect the Jewish
community, and otherwise to get interesting and useful interviews.
For that reason, on-the-spot crisis-reaction requests for quotes or interviews
from the media should not be avoided; but responses should be pre-organized,
with time delays, whenever possible, to help avoid distortion, and to take into
account sound pri~ciples of argumentation.
b) The short-time remedial emphasis should normally be on "equal time"
and providing additional material, rather than on eliminating specific adverse
material. The most effective media use starts with the development of
news stories, then to the provision of feature stories and interviews, then
to editorials, and only as a last resort, patently self-serving advertisements.

Illustration: A local TV station insisted on covering a public
Neo-Nazi meeting, on grounds that it was newsworthy. The
advocacy agency involved then took the opportunity of getting
ten times as much anti-Nazi time on that station by: mounting
two "newsworthy public meetings of its own, using a cross-section
leadership of both the general and Jewish community; arranging
for several interviews of both survivors and local authorities; arranging for the presentation, of two 'anti-Naii films.
.
. '

D. Public Schools
Public schools-and for some purposes, Christian parochial and private
schools-have a triple significance for advocacy agencies: a) There is evidence that a better educated citizenry is, by and large, a less anti-Semitic
citizenry; b) The public schools provide the only formal mass training ground
for American youth in terms of trying to shape attitudes and behavior; c)
Public schools are the site of many church-state problems.

>.... .:;,.
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Proposition 37: Managers of public schools can be approached .in the
fashion of all public officials rather than in the fashion of the. private
media. But in both cases, access is of primary importance, requlrmg
regular between-crises contact, and seeking ways of being mutually
beneficial. .
Proposition 38: Approaches to school managers are most effective when
the Jewish community has evinced support of the· public schools.

Illustration: Some advocacy agencies have held regular annual
luncheon meetings with principals and central office administrators in their area. They have found that most of these officials are
interested in better understanding the complexities of church-state .
problems as perceived by Jewish parents (as in ChH~trrias/
Hannukah problems). The teachers and principals are also often interested in useful programs, literature, films, and in-service
sessions-especially if they are free or inexpensive. And they
frequently solicit Jewish community support in public policy issues
that affect the schools.

Proposition 39: School programs on anti-Semitism or anti-Israelism
are most effective when presented in the framework of social constraints
and enlightened self-interest, rather than just in the attempt to directly
improve images of Israel or Jews.

Illustration: Students should be exposed to the "Jewish experi-,
ence," including their history of oppression. But when that has
been done by itself, it has often been seen by students as an
ancient phenomenon which has been superseded by other oppressions. And German Nazism has been most effectively discussed
when its impact on other sectors of society has also been described, and when it is related (not equated with) some contemporary situation.

The Jewish community has similarly been interested in promoting school
attention to history in general, and to American constitutional history in
particular.
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Proposition 40: In matters of church-state violations, a first argument
should normally emphasize educational d'isadvantage for Jewish children,
and harm to civic unity, The last resort should be constitutional
argument, unless a strong court precedent has been set.
Proposition 41: In complaints about church-state violations, the first
approach should normally be made to the classroom teacher, then to the
principal, then to the superintendent. Political bodies such as boards of
education should be the last resort.
The Jewish community should not hesitate to take legal action on a churchstate violation, if that is advised by legal counsel and the national Jewish
agencies which specialize in such matters.
But if there is no question of precedent-making, and it is just a matter
of settling an ad hoc situation, it has been found that many times it is
settled willingly by teachers or administrators who had erred unwittingly or
insensitively. Often, nothing more than the expression of concern about the
effect on the students, or on civic unity in the community suffices. And
when that kind of matter is brought precipitously to a board of education, it
is often politicized and becomes more difficult to settle.

E. Organizing the Jewish Community
"Organizing the Jewish community" means taking whatever measures are
necessary to make the community more effective in the support of advocacy
issues. Such organization requires at least these elements: a) Helping as large
a portion of the community as possible to become informed and sophisticated
about the issues; b) Providing an effective two-way communication system
between the community and the agency; c) motivating the community to
respond to advocacy issues; d) providing the necessary struct'ures.

Proposition 42: The first step in organizing the Jewish community
or any given J~wish constituency is to organize the formal and natural
'
leadership.
"Natural leaders" are those who are influential within some organization
or segment of the Jewish community, and from whom some segment of
the community tends to takes its cues. The definition extends beyond but
includes those who happen to be serving as officers in the community or
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its organizations. It is important for an advocac;:y agency to maintain and
cultivate a larger network of natural leaders, beyond its own policy-making
body.
That network provides access to the community, and is essential on several specific counts: a) To help mobilize the Jewish community whenever
necessary; b ) To act as perceptive observers of the community, and of the
issues; c) To provide contacts with the general community, because this corps
of Jewish leaders tends to include those Jewish individuals who have some
influence in the general community.
The policy making bodies of umbrella agencies, in particular, should include
formal leaders of the whole spectrum of Jewish organizations in the community, along with some other natural leaders. But even for those agencies, the
less formal network of leadership should include those who are not currently
serving on the agency's policy-making bodies.

Illustration: Some advocacy' agencies call together a group of
natural leaders who are not affiliated with those agencies-to
consult' with those leaders on knotty issues, and brief them in
general-at least once a year, and more than that if knotty issues
arise. In between, they receive major pieces of information, and
are called upon for advice or action on an individual basis.

'One of the most important functions of any agency is to help broaden the
advocacy sophistication of the leadership network. In order to do that-and,
indeed, in order to attract and hold the attention of that leadership-it is
necessary to emphasize the problem-solving rather th~," the reporting mode.
They have to be engaged in addressing significant problems which ar.e real;
or actually involved in helping to solve such problems.

Proposition 43: To maintain a coherent and responsive Jewish public, it
is necessary to keep in touch with the "mass" constituency and become
their source of timely information.
Proposition 44:

While the primary task of advocacy agencies IS
"instrumental"-to affect the issues in the arena of the general
community-it is also necessary to address the "expressive" needs of
the Jewish community, as long as it is done without "crying wolf."
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In addition to the customary means of communication, it is useful to have
some means of reaching the most activist community within 24 hours or so
when emergencies arise. This is usually done by developing a full list of formal
and natural leaders, and activists, occasionally expanding the list by asking
members of the community whether they want to be added-and mailing
them some version of an Action Alert when action is called for.
Such a corps of reactors is an effective part of the Jewish community's contact
with public policy makers, and such a mailing also lets the community know
that attention is being paid to the issue.
A recent survey of a number of Jewish commUnitIes across the country
found that about one in 10 affiliated Jews said they had often communicated with their public officials, and about 3 out of 10 said they had
sometimes communicated. 49 If accurate, that is actually not an inconsiderable
proportion, but one of the jobs of the advocacy agencies is to make it more
considerable.
It is, of course, important not to make more urgent calls for. action than
are necessary, in order not to reduce the importance of the communication.
Sometimes, less urgent "backgrounders" can suffice. By the same token, the
exaggeration of situations is irresponsible and eventually reduces the reaction
effectiveness of the community.
Often, the need for the community to express its concern, and the need to
remain in an effective stance must be balanced. An essential and constant
task of advocacy agencies is to try to find, and hone the community's ability
to find that balance.
Illustration: The random scrawling of a swastika on a synagogue,
without widespread pattern, was given full attention by the advocacy agency in that community, which also insisted on the full
attention of the local law enforcement bodies. Using various
criteria, the police concluded that this was the work of young
teen-agers. Although they made sweeping inquiries in the nearby
neighborhoods, the police did not find the culprits-which is the
result in more than half of such cases.
But the advocacy agency resisted any effort to suggest to the
media, including the Jewish media, that this episode presaged a
possible rise of serious epidemic anti-Semitism. Such a "crying of
wolf" would eventually trivialize and do harm to the fight against
anti-Semitism by desensitizing not only the Jewish community,
but also the law enforcement agencies and the media.
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A widespread pattern of vandalism, or the explicit existence of even a small
neo-Nazi group would call for a differen~ly modulated response, not only to
elicit an antidotal reaction from the general community, but to express the
Jewish community's hurt and intent not to remain passive.
In all cases, however, it is one of the prime tasks of advocacy agencies
to help the Jewish community keep all manifestations of anti-Semitism (or
anti-Israelism) in perspective--according to the various principles suggested
above-in order to keep the community in "fighting trim."

Proposition 45:

Trying to establish and define a "consensus" on
advocacy issues and strategies among constituencies and within the
community is a prime job for agencies.
I

I
I

.

Proposi~ion 46:

Every effort should be made to tolerate' major
non-con~ensus disagreements within a given agency or within the
commun'jty without fragmenting the consensus which does exist.
Although it is obviously easier to establish a consensus within singleconstituency agencies than within the community as a whole, all agencies
have a stake in developing a community consensus on important issues. Umbrella structures are the mechanisms by which such a community consensus
can best be, developed.
I

,,
,

A "working!consensus" can be defined as one which will present an impressively strong community opinion to a policy maker, rather than the image
of a virtual 'split. That means something less than unanimity and usually
something more than a slim majority.
For example, some umbrella agencies have informally defined a working
consensus vote as one which has more than a bare 6-4 split; or one that has
a slimmer majority, but no major constituency which feels strongly enough
to publicly take a vigorously opposing opinion.
Umbrella agencies especially are, in effect, coalitions, in the mode of American political parties. They have to constantly employ negotiation and
compromise, without expecting any constituency to compromise its most
sacred principles. They have to find basic common-denominator positions in
order to survive effectively. And they always have to avoid fragmentation in
the presentatipn of those common-denominator positions.
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Illustration: Actual and potential boatloads of refugees from Nazi
Germany were turned away and doomed in the 1930s because
of restrictive American immigration laws. At one government
conference on immigration, a number of different Jewish agencies
presented somewhat dissimilar memos on solutions, although they
were all bent on the same objective. Although this was not the
only or perhaps the major factor involved, this kind of fragmentation enabled policy makers to take the Jewish community even
less seriously.
Illustration: All of many surveys have found differences among
American Jews with respect to Israeli foreign policy. In 1991
and previous years, for example, there was typically a virtual
split among affiliated Jews on whether Israel should ever trust
any Palestinian group to establish genuine peace. There was
typically a strong majority which believed that Israel should trade
some of the land in the territories in exchange for credible peace
(the apparent contradiction between this and the last response
obviously created an internal conflict among many Jews )-but
there was very strong feeling among a minority that Israel should
never trade land for peace. 50
However, despite these differences, there was a typical 9 to
1 agreement among these American Jews-even those who more
strongly criticized Israeli policy toward the Palestinians-that they
would oppose any withdrawal of aid to Israel by the U.S. Since
aid to Israel was the basic agenda item for umbrella advocacy
agencies, it was advisable to keep the different groups functionally
together in order to most effectively express to policy makers the
strong consensus on aid.

F. Intergroup Relations
Proposition 47: In addition to working with public policy makers and
with the media, the most effective approach to the general community is
a continuing positive relationship with the formal and natural leadership
in that general community. Such a relationship is most soundly based on
common public policy goals.
"Intergroup relations" is an important pursuit for advocacy agencies, not just
for purposes of establishing amicable relationships with other groups, but in
order to establish alliances which will be helpful in influencing public policy.
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The souhdest intergroup relationships have been built around common community ventures and public policy campaigns. And they are most sound
when those common efforts are recurrent and last over a long period. This
long-range process develops the same kind of effective access to general
commun'ity leaders and organizations as it does to public policy leaders and
I
.
me dla managers.

I

lIIu~tration:
In 1975, the United Nations Assembly passed a resI

olution condemning Zionism as "racism." This was not only
offensive to Jews, but it was considered highly destructive to
the image of Israel in America and elsewhere. The network of
Jewish advocacy agencies determined that, as antidote, a number
of public protest rallies should be immediately held around the
country, involving as many authority figures as possible.
Such rallies were held within 24 hours. At a typical local
rally, in addition to Jewish spokesmen and leading public officials,
top officials and representatives of the following groups spoke in
protest: the black community, the Asian community, the Hispanic
community, the Catholic and Protestant clergies, and the organized labor movement, among others.
The ability to draw such a spectrum of leadership together
overnight was clearly the result of long years of common efforts
and quid pro quos between the Jewish advocacy agencies and
these other groups.

Proposition 48: Intergroup alliances on public policy should normally
be established on an ad hoc basis, with continuing wariness about public
policy positions which might become incompatible with Jewish consensus
or Jewish advocacy missions.
In general, an organized group will join another group in a common effort:
a) when the effort meets the enlightened self-interest goals of that group;' or
b) when the effort does not seriously affect the enlightened self-interest goals
of that group, but allows it to help and to strengthen its general alliance with
another group. On the latter score, however, there are sometimes occasions
which call for a cautious strategy.

Illustration: A local Jewish advocacy agency had in the past been
engaged with certain religious and human rights groups in various
common ventures consonant with Jewish self-interest, such as the
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Soviet Jewry cause. Some of these groups now invited the agency
to join a new formal coalition on peace and human rights in the
world. Some of these particular groups had taken some positions
on the Middle East which were considered highly simplistic. The
agency declined to join the standing coalition, but did not cut
itself off from cooperation on some specific matters, such as South
Africa, or from continuing discussion with some of the principals.

IV. Leadership
A. The Skills of Professional Leadership
The qualities of leadership are the least easily developed, and even less easily
blueprinted. All that can be suggested are some of the standards by which
leadership is usually perceived:

1. "Staying Out Front:" Risk-Taking and Knowledge
Staying out front does not normally mean acting on one's own. It means
staying out front in terms of anticipating problems and innovating policies,
and then trying to persuade the leadership circle. The ability to so persuade
partly depends on being "out front" in the kind of knowledge and skills
outlined in this manual. It also depends on preparation: not coming to an
important session without first preparing pertinent materials, and perhaps
some key participants in the upcoming discussion.

2. "Not Losing Touch:" Humility and Communication
Any professional must keep in mind the possibility that he or she might be
wrong in any given case of anticipating problems or needed policies, and that
he or she can learn from others more often than not.
(But that possibility can never keep the professional leader from trying to
bring new problems, policies or strategies to the leadership. The axiom is
that the professional who never makes a mistake is never trying to exert
leadership. It is only the procedural mistake-e.g., not bringing a new idea
to the appropriate lay leadership circle-which can prove fatal).

3. "Keeping the Constituency Together:" Mediation
In many situations, leadership is demonstrated not by insisting on "victory"
in terms of an idea, but in resolving a serious conflict among the constituency
by proposing accommodations that will do least damage to the consciences
of those in conflict.
57
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4. uKeeping Oneself Together:" Integrity
On one level, the ability to accept and amends one's mistakes means 'that
always being honest with one's constituency is more important than always
being right. "Cover-up" is the surest way to destroy the trust which inheres in
leadership. But on another level, there is the need for honesty with oneself.

How does one reconcile one's own beliefs with the beliefs of one's
organization, if they differ?
There is no limit to the professional's efforts to persuade his policy-making
group that his point of view should be followed, as long as all policy-making
procedures are scrupulously followed. If the policy makers finally think
otherwise, there are roughly three considerations:
a) The professionals must execute that policy (which differs from their own)
as if it were their own, after assessing that the higher purposes of their
agencies have not b~en mortally wounded by that policy.
b) If the professionals have fulfilled their leadership responsibilities, they
may well be satisfied that they have caused a fruitful educational discussion of that policy, which may incrementally' lead to more sophisticated
policy-making in the future. (And if the discussion has been thorough, the
professionals must consider the possibility that they were wrong). As far
as policy-making is concerned, the heart of advocacy professionalism lies
in constantly advancing the most knowledgeable and sophisticated policy
discussion, rather ~han always winning a "victory."
c) If the policy thoroughly violates the conscience of a professional, he or
she may resign. But, given the above two considerations, that is a very rare
necessity indeed.
Illustration: One professional came to feel that his agency should
take a position on an aspect of Israeli foreign policy, partly because
he had encountered community members who were troubled by
that policy. He wrote a careful memo on the subject and presented
it to his chairman and a few key agency leaders.
They altered it somewhat and brought it to the executive
committee, and also to a small group of community leaders who
were not currently involved with the agency. In a somewhat
altered form, they brought it to the full policy Board, where
a mediation process ensued. In all cases, documentation had
preceded the meetings.
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A few members of .the Board objected to the thrust of the proposed position, but they compromised their objections by joining
with an important segment of the Board whose main concern
was that the position should be presented privately to Israeli
authorities, rather than be made public. The professional would
. have preferred a public, or at least stronger statement, but felt
that the educational process had been successful-and that many
community members felt good about being able to express themselves on the subject.

B. Measuring Professional Success
The whole success of the Jewish community cannot, of course, be measured
by the success of the advocacy mission. As Ruth and Nathan Perlmutter
put it: "... to do battle, even successful battle with Jew haters or those
insensitive or indifferent to our Jewish interests while ourselves sieves for our
legacied Jewish identity, is to default on, our covenant with Sinai, to hollow
our victory." 61
Indeed, "too much" advocacy success-in the sense of gained freedom and
feeling of security for the Jew-could mean an even more difficult job for
internal Jewish continuity. As Israel Zangwill noted, in the context of 1892,
"It is in America that the last great battle of Judaism will be fought out." 62
By the same token, "too much" segregation by American Jews would mean
a more difficult job for advocacy and security.'
Jewish continuity and Jewish freedom are two sides of the same coin, which
means that the "whole" Jewish communal relations worker will have a "fire
in the belly" for both sides of that coin.
But, once motivation is established, there is an accumulated body of advocacy knowledge and experience, as outlined and interpreted above. And
those principles suggest a way in which we can at least attempt to answer
the question often asked by professionals: "How do I measure my success at
this job?"
. Neither lawyers nor doctors can answer that question to their own satisfaction
by simply pointing out how many cases they won or lost, how many lives they
saved or lost. There are too many other factors at work. Finally, they have
to ask: did I do everything I had to do in order to win cases and- save lives?
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With so many other factors at work, that is the standard by which success
for advocacy professionals must be measured as well. On the basis of the
principles and realities enumerated above, this would be one relevant series
of self-measuring questions to ask:

1. To what extent have I, through myself and/or others, gained serious
access (as defined above) to the network of influence in this general
community, starting with the major public officials in and from my
area; and including media managers; school officials; Christian, black
and other ethnic organization leaders, labor leaders; other significant
civic leaders?
2. To what extent have I gained access to the network of leadership influence in the Jewish community, beyond my own institutional leadership ?
3. To what extent have I been able to increase that leadership's sophisticated understanding of basic advocacy prinCiples and techniques, as
measured by their responses to situations.
4. To what extent have I always addressed in a very timely fashion advocacy issues which required instrumental or expressive attention?
5. To what extent have I been able to keep thi.s community or this constituency working together, and bound together in their consensual
agreements, in the face of disagreements among them?
High scores on these questions go a long way towards measuring success for
the professional-or for the agency, or for the lay leadership.
Mark Twain, whose comments on Jews were mixed, once applauded, from
a 19th century perspective, the success of the Jew in fighting for survival,
commenting that the Jew "has made a marvelous fight in this world, in all
the ages; and he has done it with his hands tied behind him."
The hands of American Jews are less tied than ever before in the diaspora,
and informed advocacy professionalism is designed to keep them untied. Ad
hoc judgments will always have to be applied to differing circumstances.
But in a period when Jewish advocacy problems are becoming more complex
and difficult, it is often crucial for the Jewish community to inform those
judgments with the principles and techniques flowing from the body of
advocacy knowledge and experience.
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